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INDICAfIONS  ABOUT  THE  NATURE  of the relationship of Elizabeth of York and her
father’s brother, Richard, are few, but there  have  been at attempts to analyse them,
mainly because of the  rumour  that  Richard, when  king, was planning to marry
Elizabeth, then  nineteen years old. The Croyland chronicler, the most detailed
source of this information, hints  at da'rk secrets and insert's various pieces of
innuendo  into  his account.I All  that  is'known is that people  were  whispering at the
time that Richard had had his queen poisoned because he meant to marry his niece;
we know  these rumours were rife because it is  certain  that  Richard denied them in
public.z We do not  have  to consider the later versions of the story by Polydore
,Vergil and Edwgrd-Hall as  they do not add  anything to our knowledge;J nor is it
n'ecessary to khow whether Richard would  have  been able «3 get  a  dispensation for
such  a marriage and whether the pbpe could or would  have  given him  one. 4  None
of these actually tell us anything about  his personal attitude to his niece or hers to
him.

More relevant and potentially revealing us the letter Elizabeth is supposed to
have  written to  John  Howard, Duke of Norfolk, who was high in the  King’s  favour,
in February 1485. She asked him to be her mediator to the King, who was ‘her only
joy’ and  ‘her.  maker’ in the world; she was his  m  every way and she ‘feared the
queen would  never die’.  5  It has been demonstrated that the matter in  which
Elizabeth prayed Norfolk to assist her was probably not named in the original letter
and the issue was not necessarily her own marriage; it has  also  been persuasively
argued  that  the phrases the princess used were conventional epistolary politeness.6
Her remarks about Queen Anne Neville's  state  of health, if  these  are ‘original',
remain unusual, but evidence of any other  than  a ‘businesslike’ attitude of
Elizabeth towards her uncle 1s lacking.

There IS  a  little more  food  for speculation to be found _1n the inscriptions of two
British Library manuscripts, Harley 49 and  Royal  20  A  xix. The former' IS  a  partial
copy of the French prose_ Tristan  which  once_ belonged to Richard, Duke of
Gloucester. It had been written in the middle of the century but no earlier owners
are known. It was  also  signed by Elizabeth of York, who wrote at the foot of the
page  that  has Richard’ sex  libris:  7 -  . .
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sans  re[mo]vyr

elyzabeth

[without  changing,  Elizabeth]

The inscription is almost certainly her autograph, and as in  other  instances she
signed herself ‘Elizabeth the King’s daughter’3 or ‘Elizabeth the Queen” it may be
assumed that at the time she signed the  Tristan  she could not call herself princess
and was not yet  queen.  It is  likely she was the  next owner  after Richard, but it is
impossible to draw any conclusions  about  the  context  in which she obtained the
book. It is legitimate to ask questions, however, and leave the answers to one’s
imagination. What did she mean by this motto which is not used by her anywhere
else?”] Did she  borrow  the  manuscript  from his library? Did he give it to her? Or
did she acquire it after his death?

Even more  intriguing is the  other  manuscript, Royal 20 A xix. It bears the
same signature of Elizabeth, without any title, written in an unobtrusive place, at
the end of the book, after  seven blank  pages, at the bottom of the recto side of the
end fly—leaf." The motto she used  here  was a different one and again one not
associated  with  her anywhere else: Richard’s own  loyalle  me  lye.  The handwriting
is  nearer  and  more  careful  than  in the Tristan, but in  spite  of the care  taken  the
writer  made an  error  in  loyalle  and had to insert  a  letter (6?, y?)  over  the word.
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Autograph motto and signature of Elizabeth of York in a  French  translation of
Boethius De  consolatione philosophiae,  BL Ms. Royal 20 A xix, f. 195.

By permission of the British Library.

Ms. Royal 20 A xix contains a  verse  translation of Boethius De  consolatione
philosophiae  in  French.  The  manuscript  was made in the early fifteenth  century
and is probably French  in origin. It has  three  grisaille illustrations and notes and
scribbles throughout, some  of which are fifteenth  century.  Many of them indicate
the  usual  interest in references to the mutability of fortune, but  none  give any clear
indication of ownership.‘1 All we  know  is  that  Elizabeth of York signed this book
when  she was neither princess nor queen, and  used  a motto  that  she  must have
known  was her uncle’s.
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What  did owning a  text  of  Boethius’ Comfort  or Consolation of Philosophy
mean in the middle ages and at the end of the fifteenth century in particular?
Boethius’ dialogue, written for his own comfort during an imprisonment  that  only
ended  with  his execution (525 AD), had been much read ever since it was
composed. Its popularity in the middle  ages  had  a  different quality from the
success of other ‘bestsellers’ because readers’ interest in the text was always very
‘immediate’, often  emotional.” Many of its readers were scholars, fascinated by the
mixture of Christian and Nee-Platonic philosophy and dozens of commentaries
existed by the end of the fourteenth century. There was  also  an amazing number  of
vernacular versions. Among them  Alfred the  Great’s  free prose translation for the
benefit of his subjects (end  ninth  century), Notker  Labeo’s  Old German one for his
students  (end  tenth century), the careful French translation by Jean de Meun, the
continuator of the  Roman  de la  Rose,  for Philip IV of France, and  Chaucer’s  prose
version  that  remained popular for  a  long time and was printed by Caxton  circa
1478. Not only the famous were tempted to make their own editions: otherwise
unknown  writers like the Dominican Renaut de Louhans in  1336  paraphrased  text
and commentaries for  their  own use and were in  turn  used and imitated by others.
Various  anonymous  persons re-edited and pillaged earlier versions in both prose
and verse and all  these  works,  however  long, summary or badly—written  found
readers.  Flemish, Spanish, Italian, Catalan, Hebrew, Hungarian and Polish
translations and versions were made over the centuries.

De  consolatione  was also one of the few  texts  often edited  with  a translation,
that  is Latin and vernacular  texts  set out in parallel  sections,  frequently including
glosses as well. In Elizabeth of  York’s  day such  manuscripts were still made;
beautifully illuminated  ones  were owned by Anthony of Burgundy, Philip the
Good’s most  famous illegitimate son, and by Louis de Gruuthuse,  host  of the
exiled Edward IV, who commissioned a very elaborate  text  at  a  difficult period of
his life, when  he was out of favour with the Emporer Maximilian,  fined  and
imprisoned and did not  have  long to live. It was not the  first  copy of De
consolatione  that  he acquired, but  this  manuscript is remarkable for the lay-out of
text  and translation — perhaps copied from  a  printed edition  —  its  unique
iconography and the fact  that  it appears to be the only text  in his mother  tongue
that  Gruuthuse ever ordered."

In the 1460s the Bruges goldsmith Jacob Vilt, who was  anything but a scholar,
knew little  Latin  and mainly relied on de Meun, made his Dutch translation ‘for
those who  know  neither Latin nor  Walloon’ and to help ‘everyone who is so
straightly imprisoned in misery and inadequacy that  he desires and prays for
death’.‘5

Many people followed the example of  Gruuthuse  and the advice of  Vilt  and
consulted De  consolatione  during a  crisis in their lives. In most cases we know this
because they composed their own variations on the theme supplied by Boethius.
His description and discussion of fortune in particular appealed to distressed
readers in search of comfort. James  I  of Scotland, in an English prison it is said,
picked up the  book  of  Boethius’ sufferings one night. He fell  asleep still pondering
it and was inspired to write  about  his own misfortune."

Thomas  Usk (executed 1388) leaned  heavily on De  consolatione  —  in
Chaucer’s  translation — for his  Testament  of Love,  which  appears to  have  been
written in prison.” A  century and  a  half later, Thomas More, composed his
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Dyalogue  of Comfort  in the Tower for the  c'onsolation of his family. Jean Gerson,
the French philosopher (died 1429), in his De  consolatione  theologiae  vented  his
humiliation  over  the way he had been treated at the Council of  Constance, and
Elizabeth  I  is  traditionally supposed to  have  made her translation  when  grieving
over Henry IV of France’s  return  to the  catholic  faith.

It is difficult now to decide in every 'case whether these  authors  were actually
distressed at the  time  of their  writing and  turned  to  Boethius  as  a  consequence, or
whether  they were fascinated by De  consolatione  for its literary merits and are  only
with hindsight  assumed to  have been  in  physical  or mental  misery' at the  tiine.  The
importance and influence of  Boethius  is undeniable,  however.  The structure of his

dialogue, his alternate use of prose and verse, his images of fortune and philosophy
and his discussion of nobility were endlessly used and repeated. Every library had
a copy of the  text:  a book collector like Gruuthuse had  four; even  quite  'small
collections  sometimes  had  two, and, for  example, in the  will  of a  noble  Burgundian

lady (1460) there  were  two copies of De  consolatione  among a total of  nineteen
books left to friends and servants.“I

The  text that  Elizabeth of York signed may at first sight seem unattractive and
obscure, but is  actually a pleasant, readable, free translation  which must  have
helped several  fifteenth century owners, both  French and English, to understand
Boethius’ message.  Some  of the  many marginal scribbles indicate  where  their
interests  lay:  specially marked in  pencil, for example, is the passage at the end of
the Twelve Labours of Hercules where readers are  warned  to resist temptation  — as
Hercules did  -  and defend  themselves  against the  assault  of  Fortune  (f. 166).

Some of the  quality of  Boethius’ verse remains. The  famous  fifth  metre  of
Book One ‘0 stelliferi conditor orbis’ reads (f. 21  r-v): -

O  createur du  finnament

Et de  toute  chose creable
Le  vray dieu regnant  sans mouvement
En ton  hault  siege  pardurable...

Par toy fait  le  doulz  Zephirus
En printemps  feulles  retoumer

Es arbres  sechez  ct ferus

De la  bise  du  temps  dyver...

(O maker of the  heavens  and all created  things, true  god, reigning immovable on
your high eternal  seat, through  you sweet Zephyr in spring makes the  leaves
return to the trees  that  were dried and stricken by the  north  wind in the winter
season).

It is  likely that  Elizabeth  did read the  text, and was pleased to own it, probably
in  a  difficult period of her  life.  Why should  she  sign  the  book  if she looked at it
fleetingly and rejected it? Why should  she  sign  this  book  if not because she needed
it for  whatever  comfort it could give?

As far as Elizabeth’s use of the motto  loyaulte  me lie is concerned, unless
Elizabeth of  York, who has been called  ‘somewhat  colourless’l9 for lack of
evidence, was capable of  heavy sarcasm  she would not have used her uncle’s  motto
except  to indicate  that  she had resigned herself to the change in her fortune and
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accepted Richard  III as  king. Perhaps  she was also  expressing her  loyalty to her
own  family.  Any further conclusions about  her  exact  meaning must be
hypothetical, and  Richard’s  own  intentions  and  feelings  on the  matter remain  as
obscure  as  before.
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